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Relativistic scalar fields are ubiquitous in modified theories of gravity. An important tool in un-
derstanding their impact on structure formation, especially in the context of N-body simulations,
is the quasi-static approximation in which the time evolution of perturbations in the scalar fields
is discarded. We show that this approximation must be used with some care by studying linearly
perturbed scalar field cosmologies and quantifying the errors that arise from taking the quasi-static
limit. We focus on f(R) and chameleon models and link the accuracy of the quasi-static approxi-
mation to the fast/slow-roll behaviour of the background and its proximity to ΛCDM. Investigating
a large range of scales, from super- to sub-horizon, we find that slow-rolling (ΛCDM-like) back-
grounds generically result in good quasi-static behaviour, even on (super-)horizon scales. We also
discuss how the approximation might affect studying the non-linear growth of structure in numerical
N-body simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
While relativistic scalar fields are hard-wired into our
current theories of the very early universe, they are also
at the heart of our modern understanding of the evolution
of the universe at late times [1]. They are often invoked
as the source of dark energy as well as being instrumental
in attempts at modifying general relativity [2]. As such,
their presence should be felt and have a significant impact
on the formation of structure.
The role that relativistic scalar fields play in linear
cosmological perturbations of homogeneous universes is
well-developed and understood. From coherent perturba-
tions as one finds in a wide range of Quintessence [3–5]
models to incoherent perturbations as emerge in axion
and axion-like theories [6–9] , it is now possible to cal-
culate cosmological observables in the linear regime with
almost arbitrarily high precision. Furthermore, a range of
phenomenological approaches exist which can be applied
to understand the effects of the scalar field in different
ways.
The same cannot be said on small scales where non-
linear effects come into play. There, the method of choice
is to use N-body simulations to study how non-linear evo-
lution will lead to the formation of galaxies, clusters and,
more generally, the cosmic web that is such a rich source
of dynamical information. N-body simulations are in-
herently non-relativistic — for they simulate a system
which interacts under Newtonian gravity — and as such
should not, in principle, capture the essential relativistic
nature of the scalar field. While there have been at-
tempts at inserting scalar fields into N-body simulations,
in general they have been at the expense of taking the
∗ noller@physics.ox.ac.uk
equivalent Newtonian limit of the scalar field equation of
motion [10, 11]. Broadly speaking this means convert-
ing a dynamical, sourced, Klein-Gordon equation into a
Poisson-like equation: the quasi-static approximation (we
will explain this approximation more thoroughly later).
The usefulness of the quasi-static approximation and
consequently its wide-spread use (consider for example
the N-body codes [12–14]) stem from the fact that evalu-
ating the full unapproximated evolution equations in N-
body simulations is a task which is often computationally
expensive. An illustrative example are chameleon scenar-
ios where evaluating the full evolution equations quickly
leads to computations requiring ∼ O(107) more time
steps than their quasi-static counterparts or more[10].
In f(R) models N-body simulations implementing the
quasi-static approximation have been carried out e.g. by
[11, 15–19]1, see especially [11] for a numerical check of
the quasi-static approximation in this context. For re-
lated chameleon models [21] also see [22, 23]. Non-linear
structure formation in braneworld-inspired DGP mod-
els [24] has been probed by [15, 16, 25–29], where [27]
concludes that the quasi-static approximation is a self-
consistent approach on sub-horizon scales in this setup.
Linear [30] and non-linear [31–33] structure formation
for galileon models [34] have also been probed. Inter-
estingly there the quasi-static approximation may break
down particularly in low density regimes. In the lin-
earised regime, however, it generically performs well on
sub-horizon scales [30].
While the quasi-static approximation therefore ap-
pears to do reasonably well in a number of model-
1 Interestingly the recent work of [20] outlines a different simula-
tion strategy not explicitly relying on quasi-static behaviour and
which should be applicable to models with relativistic scalars in
the future.
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2specific contexts and there are very good arguments for
its general ’reasonableness’ in known observationally vi-
able modified gravity models [35], there are also known
cases where it explicitly breaks down even on sub-horizon
scales [36, 37]. Note, however, that it is not quite
clear whether any of those known non-quasi-static sce-
narios have clear observational signatures in allowed re-
gions of parameter space2 In this context also especially
note the work of [36], which links the applicability of
the quasi-static approximation on sub-horizon scales in
f(R) models to the proximity of the background evo-
lution to ΛCDM3 and also [39] who also probe linear
growth in f(R) theories in the quasi-static approxima-
tion. The quasi-static approximation is also extended to
Jordan-Brans-Dicke theories in [40] and to f(R, T ) mod-
els in [41]4, where the inclusion of an f(T ) term causes
scale-dependent behaviour of the density oscillations (in
both the unapproximated equations and the quasi-static
limit), resulting in inaccurate quasi-static behaviour. In
general, and particularly for non-linear structure forma-
tion, however, the de facto necessity of the approxima-
tion in numerical modelling makes it inherently difficult
to precisely determine its range of validity.
Our approach, in this paper, is to explore the validity
of the quasi-static approximation on both large and small
scales by using the apparatus of linear perturbation the-
ory. In order to do so, we perform a detailed comparison
between quasi-static and full, not approximated evolu-
tions. The models which we consider are representative
f(R) and chameleon models of modified gravity, which
alternatively may be interpreted as f(R) models without
and with screening. Doing so we aim to extend previous
work by analytically and quantitatively understanding on
which scales and subject to what conditions exactly the
quasi-static approximation is a valid approximation for
both f(R) and chameleon models. We explore and quan-
tify these models in enough detail that we can use our
results as a guide on how to tackle and better understand
the evolution of non-linear perturbations in N-body sim-
ulations in the future. In doing so we identify the regimes
where the quasi-static approximation can and cannot be
trusted.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section II we
lay out the pared-down formalism of cosmological pertur-
bations which we will use throughout the paper and in
Section III we use it to understand the Newtonian limit,
2 We thank Claudio Llinares and Alessandra Silvestri for bringing
this point to our attention.
3 More precisely, the condition is |∂Rf(R)|  1 at all times. The
present-day value of ∂Rf(R) is abbreviated fR0. In particu-
lar this means that large classes of observationally viable f(R)
theories, i.e. those falling within the constraint |fR0| ≤ 10−6
imposed by a combination of solar-system and galaxy-halo tests
[38], should satisfy a number of constraints [36, 39] guaranteeing
good quasi-static behaviour.
4 The scalars R and T are the Ricci scalar and the trace of the
stress-energy tensor respectively
the quasi-static approximation and the miracle of N-body
simulations with non-relativistic matter, which does not
extend to relativistic scalar fields. In Section IV we
then apply the quasi-static approximation to f(R) mod-
els with an exponential potential and compare it to the
full evolution of perturbations without the quasi-static
approximation. Providing explicit examples, in Section V
we map out the regime of validity of the quasi-static ap-
proximation and how it relates to the fast- and slow-
rolling nature of the background scalar degree of free-
dom as well as its proximity to ΛCDM-like behaviour.
This analysis is extended to specific f(R) models with
screening, namely chameleons, in Section VI. Finally, in
Section VII we discuss our findings and conclude.
II. COSMOLOGICAL PERTURBATIONS
Throughout this paper we will use linear, cosmological
perturbation theory to gain insight into structure forma-
tion in modified gravity. To do so, we need to perturb
the metric and the energy content of the universe around
a homogeneous and isotropic background. Depending on
one’s educational background (see [42] for a thorough
discussion), one tends to pick one of two gauges: syn-
chronous or conformal Newtonian. In the synchronous
gauge one chooses a foliation of space-time such that sur-
faces of equal time correspond to those of equal density —
consequently the coordinates are those of a freely falling
observer — and the metric can be written
ds2 = a2(τ)[−dτ2 + (γij + hij)dxidxj ]
where τ is conformal time, a(τ) is the scale factor, γij
is the conformal 3-space metric of constant Gaussian
curvature and hij its perturbation (from the Fourier-
space parametrisation of the scalar modes we have hij =
hδij/3+(h+6η)(kˆikˆj−δij/3) where kˆi is the unit vector
in the direction of the wave vector ~k). Alternatively in
the conformal Newtonian gauge, the metric is diagonal
such that
ds2 = a2(τ)[−(1 + 2Ψ)dτ2 + (1− 2Φ)γijdxidxj ]
where Φ and Ψ map directly on to the Newtonian po-
tential field in the non-relativistic limit. In this paper
we will primarily work with the synchronous gauge, al-
though we will resort to the conformal gauge to make a
few key points.
The content of the universe must also be suitably per-
turbed so that key tensors retain a gauge-invariant struc-
ture. For example, the stress energy of a perfect fluid has
for its (0, µ) components:
T 00 = −ρ(1 + δ)
ikjT 0j = (ρ+ P )θ
where ρ and P are the background energy density and
pressure, δ and θ are the density contrast and the mo-
mentum (the divergence of the 3-velocity perturbation)
3and we have transformed to Fourier space assuming the
convention of [43]. While the structure of the perturbed
energy momentum tensor is identical in both gauges, the
perturbation variables δ and θ behave differently in both
gauges. So for example, in synchronous gauge, the evo-
lution of δ and θ for a pressure-less fluid is given by
δ˙ = −θ − h˙
2
θ˙ = −Hθ
while in conformal Newtonian gauge we have
δ˙ = −θ − 3Φ˙
θ˙ = −Hθ + k2Ψ
where we have used the conformal Hubble factor, H = a˙a
and a˙ = dadτ .
To determine the perturbed metric (and close the
system of equations), one needs to consider the per-
turbed Einstein field equations, δGαβ = 8piGδT
α
β where
δGαβ and δT
α
β are the perturbed Einstein and energy-
momentum tensor. In the conformal Newtonian gauge,
we can combine the (0,β) components to construct the
relativistic Newton-Poisson equation:
− k2Φ = 4piGa2
(
δT 00 − 3
H
k2
ikiδT 0i
)
(1)
In the synchronous gauge we have that the metric is
found by solving:
k2η − 1
2
Hh˙ = −4piGa2δT 00
h¨+ 2Hh˙− 2k2η = −8piGa2δT ii
Specialising to the case of a shear-free fluid, we have
δT ij = δPδ
i
j
Finally, it makes sense to reduce the contents of the
universe to a scalar field and dust, where the dust mim-
ics dark matter and the scalar field is the ’modified grav-
ity/dark energy degree of freedom’5. We now consider
the evolution and effect of a scalar field, the archetypal
relativistic source in modern cosmology. We will con-
sider models with more complicated matter-scalar field
couplings later on, but for the moment it is instruc-
tive to focus on a simple example of a Quintessence-like
model where matter and the scalar are minimally cou-
pled to gravity without any direct coupling to one an-
other [3]. Typically a scalar field ϕ obeys a relativistic
Klein-Gordon equation
∇µ∇µϕ = −dV
dϕ
5 Note that in effect this means we will be considering accelerating
models that start in a matter-dominated regime and transition
into one dominated by the scalar. We do not include the effect
of radiation throughout this paper.
The scalar field can be divided into homogeneous and
inhomogeneous components ϕ = φ+ χ which satisfy
φ¨+ 2Hφ˙+ a2V ′ = 0 (2)
where V ′ = dV/dφ and
χ¨+ 2Hχ˙+ k2χ+ a2V ′′(φ)χ = S (3)
where S = − 12 φ˙h˙ in the synchronous gauge and S =
4φ˙Φ˙− 2a2V ′Φ in conformal Newtonian gauge. The per-
turbed stress energy components for a scalar field are
now
δT 00 = −a−2φ˙χ˙− V ′(φ)χ
ikiδT 0i = a
−2φ˙k2χ
δT ii = a
−2φ˙χ˙− V ′(φ)χ
We can combine these equations to obtain a coupled set
of 2nd order ordinary differential equations in Fourier
space:
δ¨ +Hδ˙ − 3
2
H2Ωmδ − 2φ˙χ˙+ a2V ′χ = 0
χ¨+ 2Hχ˙+ k2χ+ a2m2φχ− φ˙δ˙ = 0 (4)
where m2φ = d
2V/dφ2. In what follows, we will make
use of these equations in exploring the evolution of cos-
mological perturbations in the linear regime and also re-
encounter them in the context of f(R).
III. THE QUASI-STATIC APPROXIMATION
AND RELATIVISTIC SCALAR FIELDS
In this section we discuss a few aspects of cosmological
perturbation theory and how we can use it as a guide to
understanding N-body simulations of structure formation
and the quasi-static approximation. Let us first focus on
Equation 1 and consider the case of a generic, perfect
fluid with equation of state w ≡ P/ρ. The Poisson equa-
tion in Fourier space is now
− k2Φ = 4piGa2ρδgi (5)
where we have defined the gauge-invariant density con-
trast
δgi ≡ δ + 3(1 + w)H
k2
θ
This is an interesting expression for a number of rea-
sons. For a start, it differs from the non-relativistic New-
tonian equation although in the limit where H/k → 0,
namely on sub-horizon scales, they agree. Hence, in
the Newtonian gauge, one expects relativistic corrections
once one looks at sufficiently large scales. But more rel-
evant is the fact that δgi is a gauge-invariant quantity
and the relativistic Newton-Poisson equation we present
above is gauge-invariant. The standard gauge-invariant
Newtonian potentials map (by construction) directly on
4the conformal Newtonian potentials and, if accordingly
we calculate δ and θ in any gauge, we can combine them
to find δgi.
It turns out that this form of relativistic Newton-
Poisson equation is at the heart of why N-body sim-
ulations can accurately calculate the evolution of the
Universe from super-horizon down to sub-horizon scales,
even though they, in principle, use the non-relativistic
Newton-Poisson equation [44]. To understand why this
is so, let us briefly sketch the algorithm for an N-body
code. The idea is that one follows the motion of a set of
N-particles (labelled by a = 1, · · ·N) with positions ~xa.
These particles obey the non-relativistic geodesic equa-
tion
d2~xa
dτ2
+Hd~xa
dτ
= −∇Φ(~xa)
while Φ is calculated (using a variety of integral tech-
niques) from the non-relativistic equation:
− k2Φ = 4piGa2ρδ (6)
Given that, na¨ıvely, δgi 6= δ, one would expect that this
equation is not applicable on scales of order the horizon
or greater. Yet, it turns out that the δ as calculated in N-
body simulations is in the frame of freely falling observers
and hence in the synchronous gauge. If we now take the
evolution equation for θ in that gauge, we see that it
is solved by θ ∝ a−1. Any initial perturbation in θ set
up at early times will have completely died away and
cannot be sourced at the linear level. This means that,
in the synchronous gauge, δgi = δ. Given that Φ maps
directly onto the gauge-invariant Newtonian potential,
for a pressure-less fluid, Equation 6 is therefore applicable
on all scales.
There are two major caveats in our explanation of why
conventional N-body algorithms are applicable on cosmo-
logical scales (see also [45] for the importance of getting
the initial value constraint correct). For a start, we have
used linear theory while the whole point of N-body simu-
lations is to understand non-linear gravitational collapse;
yet we are trying to understand gravitational collapse on
the scale of the horizon and there we expect the evolu-
tion of gravitational collapse to be accurately described
in the linear regime. But more importantly, we have
focused on the case of pressure-less matter which fairly
represents the dark matter that one is simulating. If the
fluid is not pressure-less and non-relativistic, this argu-
ment breaks down. The evolution equations for δ and
θ for a shear-free perfect fluid in synchronous gauge are
now (cf. [46])
δ˙ = −(1 + w)(θ + h˙
2
)− 3H(c2s − w)δ
θ˙ = −H(1− 3w)θ + c
2
s
1 + w
k2δ
while in the conformal Newtonian gauge they are
δ˙ = −(1 + w)(θ − Φ˙)− 3H(c2s − w)δ
θ˙ = −H(1− 3w)θ + c
2
s
1 + w
k2δ
where c2s is the sound speed of the fluid. Note that the
Laplacian term will play an important role if csk/H ≥ 1.
Furthermore if w ≥ 1/3, θ will not decay, at least at the
linear level, and may play a significant role in δgi. Hence,
the non-relativistic Newton-Poisson equations should not
be applied on the scale of the horizon or greater.
A notable example is that of the relativistic scalar
field introduced in the previous section. The relativis-
tic Newton-Poisson equation is now
− k2Φ = 4piGa2ρδgi + 4piG
[
φ˙χ˙+ V ′χ+ 3Hφ˙χ
]
(7)
where the last term is the relativistic correction. In
fact, we can see from Equations (2),(3) and (7) that
this system is fundamentally relativistic (Quintessence-
like models have cs = 1). It seems, therefore that to
accurately simulate a universe with the usual cosmo-
logical fluids and a relativistic scalar field it is neces-
sary to evolve the full relativistic set of equations. This
means that for an N-body simulation, not only is it neces-
sary to solve the Newton-Poisson equation and the non-
relativistic geodesic equation but also the second order
evolution equations for φ and χ. This is especially true
if one wants to follow the evolution of modes that start
off outside the cosmological horizon.
There is a growing interest in simulating N-body sys-
tems in the presence of relativistic scalar fields and, as
discussed in the introduction, the strategy in the over-
whelming majority of cases has been to use the quasi-
static approximation (henceforth QSA) when evolving
perturbations, where one assumes that6
|∇2X|  H2|X| and |X˙| ≤ H|X|, (8)
where e.g. X = χ, χ˙, h, η, .. in synchronous gauge. This
approximation should be valid on sufficiently small (i.e.
sub-horizon) scales: indeed, it is remarkably efficient for
evolving cosmological systems without actually having
to follow the detailed evolution of the scalar field. It is
the purpose of this paper to explore how accurate this
approximation actually is for a range of models which
include a relativistic scalar field. Let us briefly summarise
what exactly the QSA entails. In essence it contains two
separate assumptions as discussed e.g. in [35]:
(a) The relative suppression of time derivatives of
metric/field perturbations compared with their spatial
derivatives.
|X˙| ≤ H|X| (9)
6 Our notation follows that of [47] here.
5FIG. 1. Here we show the relative error δQS/δfull − 1 resulting from the QSA in f(R) for an accelerating, non-scaling regime
(λ = 1.5 for this plot). The x-axis denotes the value of xQS = kτQS , where τQS is the time when the quasi-static approximation
is switched on. The y-axis denotes the value of Ωφ(τQS). The evolution is stopped and errors are computed once we reach
Ωφ(final) = 0.7. Note that the maximum value of the relative error increases with Ωφ(final), i.e. had we chosen Ωφ(final) > 0.7
the errors shown would increase. Contours denote 5, 10 and 50% errors from right to left and the black region corresponds
to > 100% error. Left: A fast-roll f(R) scenario, where the initial value of Ωφ is small and the field quickly starts evolving.
Right: A slow-roll f(R) setup with a large initial Ωφ, where the field remains frozen-in (’slow-rolling’) for a significant amount
of time, cf. figure 2. The oscillatory features mildly visible on (sub-)horizon scales are a consequence of the oscillating behaviour
of χ on those scales, cf. Figure 4.
Here we will solely be concerned with testing the valid-
ity of the quasi-static approximation as applied to scalar
field fluctuations, so X = χ, χ˙. In principle scalar field
(as well as matter and metric) perturbations can follow
an evolution with non-negligible time-derivatives, e.g. by
displaying highly oscillatory behaviour. However, typi-
cally these are heavily constrained. For example, in the
case of f(R) gravity ↔ chameleon models it has been
argued that the relative suppression of such derivatives,
effectively a slow-roll condition for φ˙, is required by solar
system constraints (in order to have a successful screen-
ing of fifth forces) [21, 38, 48]. One should keep in mind,
however, that this is a model-dependent statement - see
e.g. [37] for a symmetron model with collapsing domain
walls; a feature absent if a ‘static’ simulation is employed.
(b) A sub-horizon approximation k2  H2 or, when
written in the same formalism as above
|∇2X|  H2|X|, (10)
where as above we will be concerned with the case when
X = χ, χ˙. This assumption is typically required, since
ignoring time-derivatives amounts to neglecting any slow-
varying changes to χ as well, which is only justified on
sub-horizon scales, where χ has decayed away sufficiently,
so that its evolution is no longer important.7 Also note
that, in ΛCDM-like models, the evolution time scale for
perturbations is set by the Hubble rate and consequently
assumption (b) there entails (a).
Having characterised the quasi-static approximation
and how it is used in N-body simulations, we now pro-
ceed to explore a few representative models. In doing
7 The oscillatory features visible on (sub-)horizon scales in the
contour plots 1 and 6 are a result of the intermediate phase
where χ is displaying an oscillatory decay, but is still relevant.
As a result these features vanish as xQS becomes large, i.e. as
the field χ decays away.
6so, we identify the key qualitative features which make
the quasi-static approximation a useful and and accurate
tool.
IV. f(R) GRAVITY
In this section and the next we will compare the exact
evolution of linearised perturbations in different types of
f(R) models with its quasi-static and hence approximate
counterpart. The aim is to assess in what regimes the
quasi-static approximation is a well-behaved approxima-
tion and in particular whether its naive range of validity
(good on subhorizon scales, bad on superhorizon scales)
can be extended.
An f(R) theory can be defined in the Jordan frame via
the action
SJ =
1
2
∫
d4x
√−g [R+ f(R)]+
∫
d4x
√−gLm[Φi, gµν ] ,
(11)
where we have chosen units such that 8piG = 1, the func-
tion f(R) is a general function of the Ricci scalar, R, and
Φi denotes all matter fields. Via a series of field redef-
initions and a conformal transformation [49–52] we can
turn the Jordan frame action into an equivalent Einstein
frame one
SE =
1
2
∫
d4x
√
−g˜ R˜
+
∫
d4x
√
−g˜
[
−1
2
g˜µν∇˜µφ∇˜νφ− V (φ)
]
+ Smatter[Φi, e
−βφg˜µν ] (12)
where a tilde denotes Einstein frame quantities and we
have performed a conformal transformation
g˜µν = e
2ωgµν , (13)
requiring
e−2ω(1 + fR) = 1, (14)
φ ≡ 2ω
β
, (15)
where f = f(R) and a subscript R denotes differentiation
w.r.t. R. For f(R) theories we have β =
√
2/3. The
fact that we have this conformal transformation is the
essential ingredient behind the mapping between f(R)
and chameleon-screened theories [21]- we will return to
this point in section VI. Finally the potential V (φ) is
determined entirely by the original Jordan frame action
and is given by
V (φ) =
1
2
RfR − f
(1 + fR)2
. (16)
At this point one may wonder whether any particu-
lar fiducial form suggests itself for the potential. For
an arbitrary polynomial of positive powers of R in four
dimensions of the form
∑k
n=1 anR
n, such a potential
will asymptotically approach an exponential potential as
φ → ∞. This is the fiducial potential chosen by [3, 52]
and will be the potential we work with throughout most
of this paper too. However, one may wonder what the
relevant potential looks like for other motivated poten-
tials of interest, e.g. the Hu & Sawicki model [38], where
we have
f(R) = R−m2
(
c1
(
R
m2
)n)
1 + c2
(
R
m2
)n , (17)
where c1, c2, n are arbitrary constants. We will return to
the Hu & Sawicki model in the context of the chameleon
section VI, where we will also find that an exponential
potential qualitatively is a good proxy for this model in
several regions of parameter space. But for the time be-
ing we will continue to work in as much generality as
possible without specifying a concrete potential.
The evolution of the background in an f(R) model is
governed by [52]
H˜2 = 1
3
(
φ˙2
2
+ a˜2V (φ) + a˜2ρ˜m
)
φ¨ + 2H˜φ˙+ a˜2Vφ = 1
2
βa˜2ρ˜m
ρ˜m ≡ ρ˜
∗0
m
a˜3
exp
(
−βφ
2
)
. (18)
In synchronous gauge the perturbation equations are
given by8
¨˜δ + H˜ ˙˜δ − 3
2
H˜2Ω˜m(δ˜ − βχ
2
)− 2φ˙χ˙+ a˜2Vφχ = 0 (19)
χ¨+ 2H˜χ˙+ k2χ+ a˜2V,φφ χ− φ˙ ˙˜δ
− 3β
2
H˜2Ω˜m (δ˜ − 1
2
βχ) = 0 (20)
In the quasi-static approximation, the second perturba-
tion equation can be used to solve for χ, so that we now
solve
¨˜δ + H˜ ˙˜δ − 3
2
H˜2Ω˜m(δ˜ − βχ
2
)− 2φ˙χ˙+ a˜2Vφχ = 0
k2χ+ a˜2V,φφ χ− φ˙ ˙˜δ − 3β
2
H˜2Ω˜m(δ˜ − 1
2
βχ) = 0.
(21)
Application of the QSA eliminates χ˙, χ¨ in Equation 20,
but not χ˙ in Equation 19, where there is no k2χ term
relative to which χ˙ is suppressed. Note that, in the evo-
lution equation for χ, several terms survive the QSA. We
8 The careful reader will have observed that there are two sign dif-
ferences between equation Equation 20 and the analogous equa-
tion presented in [52] - the version here corrects these typos.
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FIG. 3. Plots showing the evolution of the coefficients of χ (Equation (29)) and χ˙ (Equation (30)) for f(R) and Quint. in the
QSA evolution equations as discussed in Section IV. Fast-roll cases are shown on the left, slow-roll on the right. Note that in
the fast-roll case both coefficients are very small at early times when modes of interest are on (super-)horizon scales for Quint.,
while this is not the case for f(R). In the slow-roll case coefficients are small for both f(R) and Quint. leading to a suppression
of the QSA error propagation. Once again the vertical dashed lines indicate when Ωφ = 0.7 in the f(R) models considered and
hence the point at which errors are evaluated in the contour graphs 1.
8have both a mass term as well as extra contributions de-
pendent on φ˙ and δ.
In assessing the accuracy of the QSA in f(R) mod-
els we will find it useful to compare them with anal-
ogous Quintessence-like solutions, i.e. models with no
non-minimal coupling to matter as present in the case of
f(R). This corresponds to setting β = 0 in the action
(12). Consequently, the background evolution equations
now are
H˜2 = 1
3
(
φ˙2
2
+ a˜2V (φ) + a˜2ρ˜m
)
φ¨ + 2H˜φ˙+ a˜2Vφ = 0
ρ˜m ≡ ρ˜
∗0
m
a˜3
, (22)
whereas perturbations are governed by
¨˜δ + H˜ ˙˜δ − 3
2
H˜2Ω˜mδ˜ − 2φ˙χ˙+ a˜2Vφχ = 0 (23)
χ¨+ 2H˜χ˙+ k2χ+ a˜2V,φφ χ− φ˙ ˙˜δ = 0 (24)
and the quasi-static approximation reduces this to
¨˜δ + H˜ ˙˜δ − 3
2
H˜2Ω˜mδ˜ − 2φ˙χ˙+ a˜2Vφχ = 0
k2χ+ a˜2V,φφ χ− φ˙ ˙˜δ = 0. (25)
Note how, by taking the limit β → 0, Equations (23) and
(24) have exactly reproduced the evolution equations for
the simple Quintessence-like model in Equation (4).
V. THE FAST AND SLOW ROLL REGIME OF
f(R)
It should already be obvious that there are some fun-
damental differences at the perturbative level between
a Quintessence-like model (henceforth Quint.) and an
f(R) model as described in the previous section. To un-
derstand this difference, in particular in the context of
the QSA, consider the solutions to the quasi-static evo-
lution equations:
χQuintQSA =
φ˙δ˙
k2 + a2V,φφ
,
χ
f(R)
QSA =
φ˙δ˙ + 32βH2Ωmδ
k2 + a2V,φφ +
3
4β
2H2Ωm
(26)
Our primary interest is the evolution of δ and errors intro-
duced into this evolution by the QSA. These errors come
from the fact that, in the QSA, we simplify the χ evolu-
tion equation and hence obtain an inaccurate solution for
χ (26) 9. This propagates to the evolution equation for δ
9 This inaccuracy mainly appears on (super-)horizon scales. On
sub-horizon scales the QSA does well by design (at least for the
examples considered throughout this paper - for counterexamples
see [36, 37]) and the corresponding χ solution is a faithful one.
via its direct dependence on χ as well as a dependence on
χ˙ via the φ˙χ˙ term. How much of this error propagates
determines how well the QSA does. However, already
at this point it becomes clear that the slow- or fast-roll
properties of the background (the size of φ˙) will be impor-
tant for error propagation in the QSA. It will prove useful
to consider two concrete f(R) examples. We emphasize
that we treat these examples as toy models in order to un-
derstand both qualitatively and quantitatively why and
when the QSA does well - for the time being, we will
therefore not be concerned with tuning all of the model
parameters to match observational constraints, but focus
on generic features of such models. We will comment on
the observational viability of these toy models in the Sec-
tion VI. For both example cases we will, as discussed in
the previous section and following [3, 52], pick an expo-
nential potential of the form V ∼ exp (−|λ|φ), choosing
λ = 1.5 so that we obtain a non-scaling, accelerating
background solution in which the scalar field dominates
at late times. The difference between the two cases will
solely consist in the initial conditions imposed on the
scalar field, leading to different background evolutions.
We will parametrise the onset of the QSA by two vari-
ables. Firstly xQS = kτQS , labelling the ‘time’ when
the QSA is switched on. If xQS > 1 we are in the sub-
horizon regime, whereas xQS < 1 indicates the super-
horizon regime where we would na¨ıvely expect the QSA
to fail. Secondly, we keep track of the value of Ωφ at the
corresponding time τQS . We expect this to be relevant,
because for a given matching time xQS , the QSA should
do better the less-dominant the scalar field is. This is
because inaccuracies in the evolution of χ introduced by
the QSA should be less consequential for the evolution
of δ. Even though the QSA is only designed to hold for
sub-horizon times xQS  1, it may therefore still be pos-
sible that it faithfully reproduces the full evolution on
larger scales. In general, however, we expect the follow-
ing broad features: for large Ωφ and small xQS we should
generate large errors, whereas for small Ωφ and large xQS
the QSA should be an excellent approximation.
A few further remarks are in order before proceeding
with the QSA analysis for our f(R) scenarios. For the
f(R) case we can define the effective potential
Veff,φ = V,φ − 1
2
βρ˜m (27)
in terms of which we can also look at the effective equa-
tion of state for the scalar degree of freedom
weff =
1/2φ˙2 − Veff
1/2φ˙2 + Veff
. (28)
A slow-rolling model with φ˙2  Veff therefore automat-
ically means the scalar field mimics a ΛCDM evolution
with w ∼ −1 very well. Fast-rolling solutions will tend to
take the background away from ΛCDM-like behaviour.
We may now recall that [36] found ΛCDM-like back-
ground behaviour to coincide with good quasi-static be-
haviour in f(R) models on sub-horizon scales. We are
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FIG. 4. Plots showing the relative error in δ (i.e. δQS/δfull−1) again for f(R) (top) and for Quint. (bottom). The fast-rolling
case is shown on the left, while the slow-roll case is shown on the right. Note that we have chosen units such that k = 1 here,
so that τ = 1 corresponds to horizon-crossing and these plots essentially correspond to zooming in on a particular pixel in
Figure 1: xQS = 0.5 and Ωφ(τQS) ∼ 0.016 for the fast-roll case and xQS = 0.1 and Ωφ(τQS) ∼ 0.21 for the slow-roll case. The
oscillatory features clearly visible in the slow-roll case are a direct consequence of χ displaying decaying oscillatory behaviour
on sub-horizon scales, which are not present in the quasi-static solutions.
now in a position to better understand and quantify why
this is the case and also to understand how/whether this
statement can be extended to super-horizon scales at all.
The coefficients of χ and χ˙ in Equation (21), that de-
termine how much of the QSA error is propagated to the
δ equation respectively are
Cχ = 3β
4
H˜2Ω˜m + a˜2V,φ, (29)
Cχ˙ = −2φ˙. (30)
The second coefficient is clearly suppressed in the
ΛCDM-like slow-roll case when φ˙  1. The first coef-
ficient can be re-expressed as
Cχ = 3β
4
H˜2Ω˜m + a˜2V,φ = β
4
a˜2ρ˜m + a˜
2V,φ. (31)
It is less obvious how this coefficient will be related to
fast- and slow-roll behaviour, so we will investigate this
in more detail below.
Above we have already specified that we will use a fidu-
cial potential V ∼ exp (−|λ|φ) as studied by [3, 52]. From
our expression for the effective potential Equation 27 we
can see that this always has a negative gradient and con-
sequently is a runaway effective potential without a min-
imum. In the next section we will discuss what hap-
pens when the effective potential displays a minimum
(the chameleon case). But for now it suffices to notice
that with a choice of potential V ∼ exp (−|λ|φ), both V
and the β-dependent contribution to the effective poten-
tial display runaway behaviour in the same direction
Veff,φ = −|λ|V − β
2
ρ˜m. (32)
As a direct consequence the f(R)(β =
√
2/3) case will
have a steeper potential than the corresponding (β =
0) Quintessence model. This makes slow-roll solutions
harder to come by in this particular f(R) model.
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Fast Roll
First we consider an evolution where φ˙ swiftly becomes
non-negligible, i.e. the field is rolling quickly10. The
evolution of Ωφ is shown in the left graph of Figure 2.
We compare it to a corresponding non-scaling (Quint)
Quintessence model (i.e. same potential with β = 0),
where the initial condition φi has been chosen so that
Ωφ(τinitial) is identical for both cases. The QSA contour
plot for this case is shown in the left graph of Figure 1.
We plot the relative error δQS/δfull − 1 to show how
well the QSA does in comparison with the full linearised
solution. We cut off the evolution and evaluate errors
when Ωφ = 0.7, i.e. our model resembles the state of
the universe today11. As explained above we plot the
final relative error in the parameter space specified by
xQS = kτQS , the ‘time’ when the QSA was switched on,
and the value of Ωφ at τQS .
A notable feature of Figure 1 is that the error even-
tually decreases for large values of Ωφ. Note that this
is an artefact of cutting off the evolution of the error as
soon as an Ωφ, final = 0.7 is reached. Consequently, if the
quasi-static approximation is only switched on at a time
when, say, Ωφ = 0.5, then even though the QSA will get
the evolution of δ very wrong for super-horizon scales,
there is just not very much time left until Ωφ, final = 0.7
is reached, so there is very little time for the error to
grow. If a different cutoff at an asymptotic value of
Ωφ, final → 1 was chosen, and we proceeded to make the
analogous contour plot, the error would no longer even-
tually decreases for large values of Ωφ. Also note that,
since Ωφ is still evolving significantly towards its asymp-
tote Ωφ → 1 when the snapshot that leads to Figure 1
is taken (i.e. when Ωφ = 0.7), this means the error can
also still be evolving. This is demonstrated by comparing
Figures 2,3 and 4. The overall error-levels plotted in Fig-
ure 1 can therefore continue to grow if a larger Ωφ, final
is chosen.
The behaviour of the quasi-static approximation for
the fast-roll case matches our na¨ıve hypothesis. On sub-
horizon scales it performs well irrespective of the initial
conditions or the model considered, whereas on super-
horizon scales the f(R) model does significantly worse
than its Quint. counterpart. To see why, we recall that
errors in the QSA for δ stem from propagating an incor-
rect solution for χ. So we need to investigate how this
error propagates to the evolution equation for δ - in other
words, check the coefficients of both χ as well as χ˙ in the
10 The initial conditions chosen are: φi = 5, φ˙i = 0, ai = 1, λ =
1.5, τi = 10
−3 and ρ˜∗0m ' 10 for f(R) while ρi = ρ˜∗0m e−β/2χi for
Quint., so that Ωφ,i is identical for the f(R) and Quintessence
models. The initial conditions result in a very small (∼ 10−4)
initial Ωφ.
11 In an explicit N-body context one may want to refine this to
only extend to the time where a given scale of interest starts to
display non-linear behaviour.
δ evolution equation. These are purely background quan-
tities. They are shown in the two left graphs of Figure 3
and one can immediately read off the reason why the
Quint. model performs significantly better in the QSA
than the corresponding f(R) setup. We can see that the
dependence on both χ and χ˙ is highly suppressed at early
times (i.e. when relevant modes can still be on super-
horizon scales) in the Quint. model, explaining why the
error in those quantities does not propagate very much
at all to the evolution of δ on those scales. The coeffi-
cients plotted in the left graphs of Figure 3 only become
relevant for Quint. at late times, when modes of interest
are on sub-horizon scales and where the associated χ is
very well described by its QSA solution. Note that Ωφ
also starts evolving later in the Quint. case (as shown in
the left graph of Figure 2), since φ˙ 1 for longer here.
For the f(R) case, on the other hand, we can discern
two effects. Firstly the new β-dependent terms in the
evolution equations result in a significant χ-dependence
at early times, when ρm is still relevant. Secondly, φ˙ (the
coefficient of χ˙) now also evolves at early times, creating
yet another source for the propagation of errors in χ on
super-horizon scales for modes of interest.
The left hand graphs in Figure 4 finally confirm the
intuition gained from the previous plots in this section.
Here we zoom in on a particular case, setting k = 1,
xQS = 0.5. This corresponds to a single pixel in the
left graph in Figure 1, namely the pixel at xQS = 0.5
and Ωφ(τQS) ∼ 0.016 at the very bottom of the graph:
i.e. this is a point for which the QSA does fairly well.
We find that the relative error for the fast-rolling f(R)
setup here is approximately an order of magnitude larger
than that for the corresponding Quint. model. Finally
it may be worth stressing that, while in the fast-roll case
the QSA performs badly on scales close to or above the
horizon scale, it still performs well on sub-horizon scales
as witnessed by Figure 1, despite having a background
evolution that does not closely resemble ΛCDM (cf. Fig-
ure 2).
Slow Roll
Let us now consider a setup with a long initial slow-
rolling phase for φ, i.e. φ˙  112. The evolution of Ωφ
in this case is shown in the right graph of Figure 2 and
we can immediately spot that the Quint. and f(R) cases
behave almost identically. The QSA contour plot for this
case is shown in the right graph of Figure 1 and indeed
12 The initial conditions chosen this time are: φi = 5, φ˙i = 0, ai =
1, λ = 1.5, τi = 10
−3 and ρ˜∗0m ' 0.016 for f(R) while ρi =
ρ˜∗0m e−β/2χi for Quint., so that Ωφ,i is identical for the f(R)
and Quint. models. These initial conditions enforce a relatively
large (∼ 0.2) initial Ωφ which remains frozen in for a significant
amount of time. For contour plots 1 we again evolve forwards
until Ωφ = 0.7.
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FIG. 5. Here we show the effective chameleon potential and its evolution. 1 and 2 label the two initial conditions for the field φ
considered in the main text. Left: The effective chameleon potential Veff showing the contributions from the original potential
V (φ) (dashed) and from the non-minimal coupling to matter (dotted). Centre: The corresponding Quintessence potential,
which only possesses the contribution from V (φ) (dashed) since matter is coupled minimally to gravity. Right: Plot showing
how the minimum of the effective chameleon potential changes due to the redshifting of the matter-dependent contribution
(dotted).
the plot mostly agrees with the corresponding (large Ωφ)
section of the fast-roll contour plot. However, there is
a crucial difference: In the contour plot we show the
performance of modes where the QSA is switched on at
rescaled time xQS and the background quantity Ωφ is
at a given value. But from Figure 2 we know that, due
to the initial slow-rolling phase, many modes cross the
horizon when Ωφ is still near its initial value. What at
first sight might appear to be a numerical artefact in the
right graph of Figure 1 — the fact that there is a very
thin strip directly on top of the x-axis (corresponding to
the lowest and initial value of Ωφ which happens to be
∼ 0.21 here and which, during the initial phase of the
evolution, remains frozen-in as shown in Figure 2) and
that the QSA does in fact do very well even for modes
crossing the horizon during this initial phase — is a direct
consequence of the slow-rolling behaviour of the solution.
This may appear counter-intuitive, since a large Ωφ
means the scalar field is relevant to the cosmic evolution
and should hence affect δ. By introducing errors into
the evolution of χ via the QSA, these should then map
onto significant errors for δ. However, we have already
seen above that it is in fact other background properties
— such as the slow- or fast-rolling nature of φ˙ — that
control how much the QSA errors in χ are propagated
to the evolution of δ. To make this clear let us once
again zoom in on a particular case, setting k = 1 and
xQS = 0.1. This corresponds to a single pixel in the
right graph in Figure 1, this time the pixel at xQS = 0.1
and Ωφ = 0.21 in the thin bright (i.e. low error) strip
directly at the bottom of the graph; a point for which
the QSA does very well as depicted in Figure 4.
As before, we now need to check whether the error
introduced into χ is enhanced or suppressed by the back-
ground coefficients in the δ evolution equation. These
are shown in the right hand graphs in Figure 3. Com-
paring with the corresponding Quint. graphs we see that
the background behaviour enforces small coefficients Cχ
and Cχ˙, suppressing the dependence on χ of the evolu-
tion equation for δ at early times both for the f(R) and
Quint. cases this time. For the modes of interest (sub-
horizon today) the relevant coefficients only become large
after horizon-crossing when the exact and QSA solutions
for χ match very well. This is a consequence of the ini-
tial slow-rolling phase. The conclusion one draws here
is that, once the evolution equations for the perturba-
tions are known, we can understand how well the QSA
performs on super-horizon scales in terms of background
quantities. In the particular case considered here, even
though we started with a large Ωφ, this remained frozen
in initially so that φ˙ remained small and the dependence
on χ is also suppressed. The right hand graphs in Fig-
ure 4 summarise these results, showing that the relative
errors for both the f(R) and Quint. setups considered in
this section are very small (on the sub 0.1% level).
The key result of this section is that the impact of the
QSA can depend crucially on how the evolution equation
for the scalar field couples back into that of the den-
sity perturbation. Small errors in the QSA for χ can be
greatly amplified if the background scalar field evolves
substantially. Small values of Ωφ (indicating that the
field φ only negligibly contributes to the energy density
of the universe at the relevant time) may not be enough
to prevent the propagation of large errors. In some sense,
this is not surprising- it is the non-static nature of the
background which is pushing the QSA outside its range
of validity. And, if the QSA is to be applied in any spe-
cific f(R) theory, it is clearly essential to check whether
the evolution of the scalar field is such that the approxi-
mation is good enough.
VI. THE CHAMELEON MECHANISM IN f(R)
It is well-known [21, 53] that a subset of f(R) models
give rise to the so-called chameleon effect, where the non-
minimal coupling to matter in the Einstein frame results
in an effective potential for φ with a minimum, and con-
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FIG. 6. Contour plots plotting the relative error δQS/δfull−1 showing how well the chameleon does in the QSA for the fast-roll
initial condition (case 2) away from the minimum on the left and the slow-roll initial condition (case 1) at the minimum of the
effective potential on the right (cf. figure 5). Note how the slow-rolling nature of the field enforced by case 1 results in a much
improved performance of the QSA. Axes are labelled and chosen as in Figure 1 and error contours are 5, 10, 50, 80, 100% and
1, 2, 3, 5% from right to left in the fast- and slow-roll cases respectively. The oscillatory features that are visible on (sub-)horizon
scales are a consequence of the oscillating behaviour of χ on those scales, cf. Figure 4.
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FIG. 7. The Hu & Sawicki potential (equation (17)) for m = c1 = c2 = 1. Left: We plot f(R)−R vs. R, showing how this
model interpolates between different f(R) for large and small curvatures. Right: The resulting V (φ). Note how the potential
for n = 1 satisfies Vφ, Vφφ, Vφφφ > 0 for all R (and hence always acts as a chameleon), whereas n = 4 only satisfies this for large
φ ∼ 0.8 (which corresponds to large curvature R here), so chameleon-like behaviour is restricted to the high curvature regime
in the second case.
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FIG. 8. The slow-rolling chameleon (case 1): Initial conditions place the field at the minimum in the effective potential Veff ,
resulting in a slow-rolling field and small QSA errors. The Quintessence-like case also performs well due to the very flat V (φ).
The dashed horizontal line denotes the time when Ωφ = 0.7 and the relative error is evaluated in our contour plots. Top
row: We show the evolution of Ωφ for a chameleon f(R) and Quint. model starting with identical Ωφ on the left. Note these
evolutions are almost identical. On the right we show the evolution of δQS/δfull − 1 in units where k = 100 and choosing
xQS = 0.1 and Ωφ(τQS) ∼ 0.22 (cf. Figure 6. Horizon-crossing therefore takes place at τ = 0.01. Middle row: The evolution
of δ in the f(R) chameleon case on the left and the Quint. case on the right, showing full and quasi-static solutions, which
agree very well in the slow-roll case shown here. Bottom row: Evolution of coefficients for χ˙ (left) and χ (right) in (21) -
note that chameleon f(R) and Quint solution closely follow each other here in comparison to the analogous plots in Figure 9
(up to ∼ 50% vs. > 1000% difference).
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sequently an effective mass. In chameleon models this is
used to screen away any fifth force from φ in dense re-
gions, allowing them to evade tight fifth force constraints
on solar system scales [21]. Such a screening mechanism
is therefore an essential ingredient to construct an obser-
vationally viable f(R) model. Screening is an intrinsi-
cally non-linear effect and our linearised analysis is con-
sequently not sensitive to it by default. However, the
analysis is sensitive to the form of the potential via the
associated mass term13, so it is worth considering how
this impacts our analysis and whether there are any in-
teresting consequences for the QSA.
The f(R) model considered in the previous section
does not display chameleonic behaviour. This is straight-
forward to understand from the background evolution
equation. Recall this is
φ¨+ 2H˜φ˙+ a˜2Vφ = 1
2
βa˜2ρ˜m (33)
for the background scalar φ. Now we can write this in
terms of an effective potential for φ (absorbing the factor
a˜2 this time)
Veff,φ = a˜
2Vφ − 1
2
βa˜2ρ˜m. (34)
However, for the runaway potential V ∼ e−|λ|φ both con-
tributions to Veff,φ are negative, so no minimum exists.
Yet, for a chameleon-like model, we require that Veff has
a minimum.
Under what conditions does the f(R) potential fulfil
the requirements for chameleon behaviour? Adapting the
results of [53] to the conventions used throughout this
paper, we find that the relevant conditions are14
Vφ > 0 Vφφ > 0 Vφφφ > 0. (35)
We can check that this is indeed the case. Firstly con-
sider a new fiducial chameleon potential V = exp (|λ|φ)
trivially satisfying the chameleon conditions above. From
equation (33) this can clearly generate an extremum for
the effective potential now. The derivatives of the poten-
13 After all, the background field evolution and especially φ˙ are
highly sensitive to the form of the potential.
14 This may come as a surprise, given the result of [53] who quote
the condition: Vφ < 0 Vφφ > 0 Vφφφ < 0 as required for f(R)
models with chameleon screening. This difference is due to two
differing conventions used in the literature when mapping a given
f(R) model into its scalar-tensor form. We discuss these con-
ventions in Appendix A and describe the field redefinition that
maps between them. Also note that we need Vφ > 0, since for a
minimum we require Veff,φ = 0, but the contribution from the
non-minimal coupling to matter to Veff,φ is negative.
tial in our convention are now given by
V =
RfR − f
2 (fR + 1)
2 (36)
Vφ = β
R+ 2f −RfR
2 (1 + fR)
2 (37)
Vφφ =
β2
2
(
1
fRR
+
R (fR − 3)− 4f
(1 + fR)
2
)
(38)
Vφφφ =− β3 fRRR (fR + 1)
3
+ 3 (fR + 1)
2
f2RR
2 (1 + fR)
2
f3RR
− β3R (fR − 7)− 8f
2 (1 + fR)
2 . (39)
In order for the effective potential Veff to have a minimum
in the Jordan frame, the condition
R+ 2f −RfR > 0 (40)
needs to be satisfied [38, 52]. Comparing with our ex-
pression for the derivatives of the potential, this shows
that Vφ > 0 as expected. As a further check we can
cross-check against a model that is known to have consis-
tent chameleon screening, the Hu & Sawicki model [38].
Figure 7 demonstrates that regions of parameter space
satisfy the necessary constraints for different choices of
parameters in this model. As a corollary we see that
the fiducial exponential potential we have chosen here
qualitatively is a good proxy for Hu & Sawicki poten-
tials in regions of parameter space that display chameleon
screening.
Equipped with the above insights about the nature of
the potential, we choose a fiducial chameleon potential
V = e|λ|φ. The evolution equations for the background,
perturbations and perturbations in the QSA laid out in
the previous section are still valid. We now contrast two
cases. In the first case, we initially place the field at the
minimum (this is case 1 shown in the left graph of figure
5); in this situation we expect the QSA to do very well
and indeed it does as shown in the left graph of figure 6.
This is because, as we saw in the previous section, errors
generated by the QSA are propagated via their depen-
dence on φ˙ and H2Ωm. If the field is slow-rolling any
dependence on χ is highly suppressed; indeed, starting
at the minimum should keep φ frozen at the minimum.
Having said that, since the effective potential will evolve
due to the redshifting of matter density, the field will in
fact slowly roll tracking the effective minimum, so a small
error should still remain. This effect is shown in the right
graph in Figure 5, while the middle graph in the same
figure shows the corresponding situation in the Quint.
setup which lacks any contribution to the effective po-
tential that depends on the cosmological matter density
(again we match initial conditions so that the Quint. and
chameleon cases start off with the same Ωφ as discussed
in the previous section).
The initial condition for starting out at the minimum
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FIG. 9. The fast-rolling chameleon case (case 2): Initial conditions place the field away from the minimum in the f(R) model,
resulting in a fast-rolling field and large QSA errors, markedly different from case 1 shown in Figure 8. The corresponding
Quintessence-like performance is hardly changed in comparison with case 1 as expected. The dashed horizontal line denotes
the time when Ωφ = 0.7 and the relative error is evaluated in our contour plots. Top row: We show the evolution of Ωφ for a
chameleon f(R) and Quint. model starting with identical Ωφ on the left. Note these evolutions are visibly different now. On
the right we show the evolution of δQS/δfull − 1 in units where k = 100 and choosing xQS = 0.1 and Ωφ(τQS) ∼ 0.0014 (cf.
Figure 6. Horizon-crossing therefore takes place at τ = 0.01. Middle row: The evolution of δ in the f(R) chameleon case
on the left and the Quint. case on the right, showing full and quasi-static solutions - the QSA fails rather catastrophically in
the f(R) chameleon here, while the Quint. QSA solution faithfully tracks the full solution. Again this is in stark contrast to
the slow-roll case considered before and is a result of fact that in the fast-roll case there is no suppression of the propagation
of large quasi-static errors for χ to the evolution of d˜elta on super-horizon scales. Bottom row: Evolution of coefficients for
χ˙ (left) and χ (right) in (21) - note that chameleon f(R) and Quint solution are very different now, with the f(R) chameleon
displaying much larger coefficients. This explains why the QSA error in evaluating χ is much more strongly propagated into
the evolution equation for δ, resulting in the bad QSA fit shown in the middle row. Contrast this with the case shown in Figure
8.
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of the potential is
Veff,φ =
√
1/6ρ˜m − λV0eλφ = 0. (41)
Denoting the initial value of the scalar field by φi, in
terms of an initial condition for the matter energy density
ρ˜m this means we require
ρ˜m, initial =
√
6λeλφi . (42)
This means that the initial energy density Ωφ, which we
may write as
Ωφ =
1
1 + ρmρφ
, (43)
is fixed once we require the field to start at its minimum
and specify λ.
To understand this better let us once again effectively
zoom in on a single pixel in the contour plot, setting
k = 100, xQS = 0.1 and Ωφ(τQS) ∼ 0.22. Also setting
λ = 1.5 as for the contour plots we obtain the evolu-
tion shown in Figure 8.15 One sees that the background
field φ is indeed very slowly rolling. We compare this
with a Quintessence-like model that starts out with the
same Ωφ. The reason the non-chameleon Quintessence-
like model also does relatively well, is that the minimum
of the effective potential lies in a region where the cur-
vature of the original φ potential is very small (cf. the
middle graph in Figure 5). Hence the field is slow-rolling
in the Quintessence case too, only doing mildly worse in
the long run than the chameleonic f(R) setup.
In the second case we start away from the minimum.
This is labelled as case 2 for both the f(R)/chameleon
and Quintessence cases in Figure 5. The QSA error intro-
duced now is shown in the left graph in Figure 6 and we
see that the QSA does significantly worse than in the the
first case, where the field started at the minimum of the
effective potential. Zooming in on a pixel with k = 100,
xQS = 0.1 and Ωφ(τQS) ∼ 0.0014, we obtain the evolu-
tion shown in Figure 9. As expected the Quintessence-
like model is hardly affected by the change from case 1 to
case 2. In fact it does slightly better than before since we
have effectively moved into the flat, tail end of the origi-
nal potential for φ. However, the ρm-dependent term in
the effective potential for the chameleon case means the
field there is rolling down a very steep slope and hence
the QSA error is strongly propagated to the δ evolution
equation, resulting in a very bad fit for the QSA (Fig-
ure 6).
While the the two cases considered above are extremely
useful in understanding what controls the accuracy of the
15 Again we emphasize that the parameters (λ, φi, etc.) chosen for
our examples are intended to give rise to toy models providing
an understanding of the QSA. An in-detail comparison with ob-
servational constraints on the parameter space of such models is
beyond the scope of this paper.
QSA and in particular in stressing the importance of the
fast/slow-rolling nature of the background, at this point
it is important that an initial condition very close to or
identical to case 1 is the observationally motivated case.
Firstly note that BBN constraints require the field to
have settled into its minimum by the time BBN starts
[54]. CMB constraints can also be used to place bounds
on the variation of φ since recombination, giving [55]
|exp
(
β∆φ
MPl
)
− 1| < 0.05 (44)
This ensures that viable chameleon models do well in the
QSA in the linearised regime, since as we have seen, the
approximation works well if we start close to the mini-
mum of the effective potential (which results in a max-
imally slow-rolling evolution). This serves as somewhat
of an a posteriori justification for the use of the QSA
in chameleon models - and we should stress: even on
super-horizon scales. Note that this is directly related
to the shape of the chameleon potential. Since the field
is slow-rolling along with the effective minimum, QSA
errors are strongly suppressed. Of course the effective
minimum also generates an effective screening mass for
φ. Nevertheless we should keep in mind that, while the
screening properties of chameleon theories are intrinsi-
cally non-linear effects, the fact that the QSA does well
here solely relies on the slow-rolling nature of the back-
ground. One should therefore not convolute explanations
for the efficiency of screening and the accuracy of the
QSA in this case.
VII. DISCUSSION
What have we learned from our analysis of the
QSA in linearised f(R), chameleon and, en passant, in
Quintessence models? The key insight of this paper is
that the performance of the perturbative QSA on a given
scale in all of these models can be understood in terms
of background variables. This allows us to straightfor-
wardly quantify how well a given model does in the QSA
and to assess whether this approximation can also be
used in super-horizon regimes. In particular the slow- or
fast-rolling nature of the background field plays a cru-
cial role in propagating potential quasi-static errors into
structure formation, i.e. δ˜. Slow-rolling solutions lead
to quasi-static solutions which perform well even outside
their na¨ıve regimes of validity, i.e. also on super-horizon
scales.
Slow-rolling solutions also correspond to ΛCDM-like
background evolutions, which [36] found to be linked to
good quasi-static evolution on sub-horizon scales. Phras-
ing this in terms of slow- and fast-rolling solutions and
investigating the evolution equations (19),(20) and (21)
has allowed us to gain a semi-analytical understanding
of why this is the case. We have extended the argument
to (super-)horizon scales, where slow-rolling solutions are
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still accurate within ∼ 5% for the chameleon case con-
sidered in Section VI. We have also found that on sub-
horizon scales the QSA performs well as expected, with
< 1% level errors in δ˜. This can even be the case when
the field is fast-rolling and the background evolution is
consequently distinct from ΛCDM, as the fast-roll exam-
ples in sections IV and VI show16. Note that we expect
the exact error-levels to be sensitive to the precise nature
of the potential, so it will be an interesting task for the
future to combine the findings of this paper with an ex-
haustive survey of observationally viable chameleon and
f(R) models.
Viable f(R) and chameleon models satisfy two con-
ditions. Firstly, they come equipped with a screening
mechanism that avoids clashes with tight fifth force con-
straints. This screening mechanism relies on an effective
potential with a minimum. Secondly, BBN and CMB
constraints require the field to be very close to this mini-
mum by the time of BBN/recombination and to have the
field subsequently slow-rolling together with the evolving
minimum (we recall that the minimum evolves due to the
redshifting matter density). Here we have shown that the
resulting slow-roll condition on the evolution of the back-
ground field is precisely what is required for the QSA to
perform well even on (super-)horizon scales. It therefore
appears that the QSA is well-suited to analyse structure
formation in such modified gravity models for a range
of scales - an encouraging conclusion indeed. This is in
agreement with (and an extension of) the conclusions of
[36, 39], who discuss sub- and near-horizon scales, and
the analysis presented here sheds some light on why the
QSA performs so well in these cases.
However, note that a question of precision remains.
QSA errors introduced into the evolution of δ can still
reach∼ 5% on super-horizon scales, even in the best cases
considered in this paper, so that the use of the QSA lim-
its the maximal precision that can be reached in any such
analysis of structure formation. Such an error is still too
large if one targets 1% accuracy for the power spectrum
of δ in future experiments.17 If higher accuracies are
desired a more accurate prescription than one employing
the QSA will likely be necessary. Also adding a short fast-
rolling phase before BBN or maximising the distance the
field could have travelled in accordance with constraints
would probably worsen the obtained accuracy. This is
of crucial importance in the context of N-body simula-
tions, in particular when the QSA is used to set up initial
16 Note that we do not expect this to remain true in general, for
example in cases where there are still rapid oscillations of scalar
field perturbations deep into the sub-horizon regime. An explicit
example is provided by the R0.63 case discussed in [36], where the
QSA fails on sub-horizon scales too. We thank Antonio Maroto
for pointing this out to us.
17 Also note that intrinsic N-body simulation systematics, e.g. due
to the discretisation of evolution equations, will introduce further
errors. It will be an interesting task for the future to establish
precisely at what level these errors contribute. We thank Baojiu
Li for raising this point.
conditions in the linear regime on (super) horizon scales,
which is precisely the regime we have probed here.
Much remains to be done. Probing Vainshtein screen-
ing in the same quantitative fashion and exploring
whether there are viable dark energy models that are not
well described by the QSA (along the lines of [35, 37])
are tasks left for future work. For Vainshtein-screened
models it could be very interesting to extend the work
of [30–33], exploring the accuracy of the QSA for such
models. The fact that the background evolution can be
very distinct from ΛCDM in such models might suggest
that the QSA will generically perform rather poorly on
superhorizon scales there. However, a detailed analysis
may uncover interesting exceptions. Finally the analysis
in this paper has focussed on the linear regime relevant
to the way initial conditions are set up in N-body simu-
lations and to (super-)horizon scales. An explicit and de-
tailed fully non-linear analysis of the QSA on sub-horizon
scales should also result in a better understanding of the
applicability of the approximation.
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Appendix A: Comparing conventions for f(R)
Let us briefly review the mapping between f(R) the-
ories and chameleons, pointing out some important sub-
tleties between different, typically-used conventions. In
order to do so we establish a dictionary between the
convention (largely) used in the literature for structure
formation in f(R) models (e.g. [38, 52]) and that used
in chameleon phenomenology and screening effects (e.g.
[39]). The former convention we label I and the latter II:
this paper uses convention I. In order to avoid confusion
when comparing with other literature, we here explic-
itly spell out these conventions and the mapping between
them.
Convention I: As we saw at the start of this section,
the f(R) action can be written (in the Jordan frame) as
SJ =
1
2
∫
d4x
√−g [R+ f(R)]+
∫
d4x
√−gLm[Φi, gµν ] ,
(A1)
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which is then mapped into the equivalent Einstein frame
scalar-tensor theory
SE =
1
2
∫
d4x
√
−g˜ R˜
+
∫
d4x
√
−g˜
[
−1
2
g˜µν∇˜µφ∇˜νφ− V (φ)
]
+ Smatter[Φi, e
−βφg˜µν ] (A2)
where we have employed a conformal transformation
g˜µν = e
βφgµν , (A3)
and defined the field φ via
1 + fR = e
2φβ . (A4)
β in this convention is
√
2/3. The potential V (φ) is de-
termined by
V (φ) =
1
2
RfR − f
(1 + fR)2
. (A5)
Convention II: The action we start with now is
SJ =
1
2
∫
d4x
√−g [f(R)] +
∫
d4x
√−gLm[Φi, gµν ] ,
(A6)
i.e. f(R)(II) = R + f(R)(I) where the Roman index
denotes the convention. The metric g˜µν and the field φ
are now defined via
f
(II)
R = e
−2βˆφ, (A7)
g˜µν = e
−2βˆφgµν = f
(II)
R gµν . (A8)
βˆ in this convention is
√
1/6. Finally the potential V (φ)
in the second convention is
V (φ)(II) =
1
2
Rf
(II)
R − f (II)
(f
(II)
R )
2
. (A9)
The mapping: It is now clear that the difference
between the two conventions boils down to a a field re-
definition of φ, namely
φ(I) ↔ −φ(II). (A10)
This means care has to be taken when considering which
potentials have the correct properties to give rise to an
effective chameleon.
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